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If £ is a root of the equation

(1) f(x) = 0,

and if fax) satisfies

(2) *({) = É,       *<»>(Ö = 0 (s - 1, 2, .... r - 1),

then <£(x) is said to define an iteration of order r to the root £. In

fact, for r > 1, when xo is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of £ the

sequence

(3) Xi+i = <b(Xi)

converges to £ with

(4) xi+1 = £ + 0(Xi - É)'.

For analytic/, iterations of all orders exist and can be constructed in

many ways. Domb [2]1 has shown further that for polynomial fit is

always possible to make <b a polynomial. The purpose of this note is

to describe a simple algorithm:

Let f(x) be a polynomial with no multiple factors; let p(x) and q(x)

be any polynomials satisfying

(5) Pf'+qf^U

let

4>1=   X- Pif, 4>r = fal + pr(-f)r/r\,
(6) ,

pi  =   p, Pr=   ppr-1 -   (r  -   l)qpr-l-

Then <j>r(x) is clearly a polynomial, and it defines an iteration of order

r+\ to any root £ of the equation (1).

While a direct induction is possible, it is simpler to proceed other-

wise. Schröder [3] (see also [l]) has shown that

4>r = x + E (-F)'8-*F/v\,
(¡) i

5°F = 1/F',        S^F = (8"F)'/F',
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defines an iteration of order r+1 to the roots of

F = 0.

We ask, then, whether a function g(x) can be found such that for

(8) F = gf

the functions <pT defined by (7) are polynomials. For r = 1 we require

that

(9) F/F' - pf

for some polynomial p. To achieve this it is sufficient to choose p and/

to satisfy (5) while

(10) g'/g = q/p.

Suppose, now, it has been verified that

F'b'-W = prfT ,

or, by (8), that

o-~lF m prg-\

Then
S'F<=(Prg-'-rpTg'g-'-i)/F',

and after a few manipulations

FH-l5rf m fr+i(pp; - rqpr).

Hence

Pr+l =  PP'r   — rqPr

and the induction is complete.
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